A B S T R A C T Early diagnosis of signet ring cell carcinoma dramatically improves the survival rate of patients. Due to lack of public dataset and expert-level annotations, automatic detection on signet ring cell (SRC) has not been thoroughly investigated. In MICCAI DigestPath2019 challenge, apart from foreground (SRC region)-background (normal tissue area) class imbalance, SRCs are partially annotated due to costly medical image annotation, which introduces extra label noise. To address the issues simultaneously, we propose Decoupled Gradient Harmonizing Mechanism (DGHM) and embed it into classification loss, denoted as DGHM-C loss. Specifically, besides positive (SRCs) and negative (normal tissues) examples, we further decouple noisy examples from clean examples and harmonize the corresponding gradient distributions in classification respectively. Without whistles and bells, we achieved the 2nd place in the challenge. Ablation studies and controlled label missing rate experiments demonstrate that DGHM-C loss can bring substantial improvement in partially annotated object detection.
Introduction
Signet ring cell carcinoma (SRCC) is a form of highly malignant adenocarcinoma. Nuclei push against cell membranes creating a typical signet ring cell (SRC), which has a large mucin vacuole filling the cytoplasm [13] . SRCC tumors are mostly found in stomach and less frequently in breast, bladder and other organs [3] . Since the prognosis for patients with SRCC is extremely poor, early diagnosis and aggressive surgical intervention are of essential importance. However, manual analysis of digital pathology image is labor-intensive and time-consuming, which has become a bottleneck to diagnosis. Therefore, computer-aided technical for SRC detection, as an ancillary study, is promising and highly-demanded.
MICCAI DigestPath2019 is the first challenge and first public dataset on SRC detection. Before this challenge, automatic algorithms on SRC detection have not been thoroughly investigated. However, perfect annotations are practically impossible due to various appearances of SRCs, as well as scattered/overcrowded regions. Thus, the dataset in the challenge is partially annotated and the task is partially annotated object detection (PAOD). As can be seen in Figure  1 , in the abnormal pathology (AP) image, green and yellow bounding boxes denote annotated and unannotated SRCs respectively, while normal pathology (NP) image contains no SRCs at all. In conventional detection task [33, 26] , there are only positive and negative examples. However, when it comes to PAOD, some positive examples will be incorrectly labeled as negative, which introduces label noise. Directly training with noisy labels will cause adverse impact to the classification accuracy [28, 47] .
One solution, proposed by the challenge organizers, is a semi-supervised learning framework for label correction [23] , which consists of three steps: initial fully-supervised training, self-training and co-training. Experiments demonstrate that not only is annotation quality improved, extra unlabeled images are also better explored. Instead of pseudo label generation, we tackle PAOD in a loss correction paradigm. The basic idea is to decouple noisy examples from clean examples, disentangling the partial annotation into two parts of noisy-supervised learning and full-supervised learning. However, there are two intrinsic issues: noisy example overfitting and hard example under-learning. Several studies address these two problems respectively. On one hand, Huber loss [14] and GHM-C loss [21] consider hard examples mostly as outliers and reduce their loss contribution. Thus, noisy example overfitting can be prevented, which is suitable for noisy-supervised learning. But they also sacrifice the ability of models to learn hard examples well. On the other hand, online hard example mining [34] and focal loss [26] put more emphasizes on hard examples. Hence, hard example under-learning can be addressed, which is appropriate for full-supervised learning. Unfortunately, these methods further aggravate the overfitting of noisy examples.
Inspired by GHM [21] , we propose Decoupled Gradient Harmonising Mechanism (DGHM) for PAOD, addressing the problems of hard-example under-learning and noisyexample overfitting at the same time. We apply DGHM by decoupling noisy examples from clean examples, harmonizing their gradient distributions separately and managing their outliers differently. For the classification branch of detection, DGHM is embedded into cross entropy (CE) loss, forming DGHM-C loss. Particularly, hard examples in noisy part will be explicitly down-weighted to prevent noisy example overfitting, while the opposite operation is performed on clean part to address hard example under-learning. For the regression branch, since regression loss is only calculated over positive examples, we take smooth-1 loss for simplicity. Experiments show that with the help of DGHM, the performance of PAOD is substantially improved. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows: 
Related Work

Object Detection
Object detection is one of the most fundamental and important task in the field of computer vision, which involves classifying and locating the objects. Deep neural networks have made great progress in object detection [33, 25, 11, 10, 5] . Generally, detectors are divided into one-stage and two-stage according to whether to skip the region proposal stage as well as anchor-based and anchor-free depending on whether to use predefined anchors which serve as hypotheses over possible locations of ground-truth bounding boxes. Here, we classify detectors into full-supervised, weakly supervised and noisy-supervised with regard to the quality of labels.
Full-supervised Detection
In fully-supervised object detection (FSOD), focal loss [26] and GHM-C loss [21] are proposed to tackle the class imbalance problem in positive/ negative and hard/easy examples. Guided Anchoring [42] leverages semantic features to generate high-quality proposals and boosts the detection performance. Libra RCNN [29] designs an overall balanced learning, consisting in sample level, feature level and object level, which can be generalized to both one-stage and two-stage detectors. However, these methods highly depend on fine-grained instance-level bounding boxes.
Weakly Supervised Detection Weakly supervised object detection (WSOD) requires only image level annotation. WS-DNN [4] designs a specific framework with two streams of recognition and detection, and the final proposals are jointly supervised by the two streams. Based on WSDNN, contextual region [19] and multi-stage classifier refinement [37] are introduced for further improvement. Recently, a minentropy latent model [41] is proposed to discover latent objects and minimize the localization randomness for WSOD with recurrent learning algorithm. Moreover, Multiple Instance Learning (MIL), as a common method for WSOD, is recently further improved in C-MIL [40] by alleviating the non-convexity problem. Some works also use additional annotations or data to improve the performance, e.g. domain adaption [17, 22] , semantic knowledge transfer [38] and so on.
Noisy-supervised Detection Different from WSOD, in noisysupervised detection, models are trained with partial boundingbox annotations, which is called PAOD in this paper. In [9] , a self-attention mechanism is adopted to handle the partial annotation problem in Nuclei detection task. A hybrid supervised learning framework [45] is proposed to solve the missing label problem by generating pseudo labels during training. Moreover, soft sampling strategy [44] is established to alleviate the effect of overcrowded false negatives, while giving no guarantee to scattered false negatives. Co-occurrence loss is introduced in [1] to solve the problem of sparsely verified classes, where hierarchical and spatial relationships between multiple classes are exploited to alleviate noisy example overfitting. It imposes the label consistency constraint on the subclass and its parent class, where the performance depends on the high-quality labels of the parent classes. In the DigestPath2019 challenge, however, noisy labels only exist in the class of SRC due to partial annotation in the AP images. Meanwhile, clean labels are available for the annotated SRCs and the NP images. Accordingly, this paper contributes to both reducing the overfitting problem for the noisy labels of SRC in the AP images and the under-learning problem of hard examples with the clean labels.
Learning with Noisy Examples
Learning with noisy examples is a common situation especially in medical imaging community where manual annotation could be expensive and needs expert knowledge [6] . In the existing literature, the solutions can be roughly classified into two types: label correction and robust loss function.
Label Correction Some previous works tackle the noisy label problem by removing or correcting the noisy labels during training. In [18, 46, 39, 20] , auxiliary networks are introduced to correct the missing labels. For example, in [20] , a feature encoder that learns the class representative embedding vectors (called "class-prototype") is utilized to decide whether the label is correct or not by comparing with the prototype. MentorNet [18] pre-trains an extra network for clean label selection. In [46] , an extra module called MetaCleaner is used to assign scores for samples labeled as same category and hallucinate a clean representation based on the scores. Recently, specific training strategies such as self-training [23, 36, 32] and curriculum learning [12, 7, 27] are proposed for learning under presence of noise. In [23] , co-training and self-training are both used to iteratively generate pseudo labels, which shows great performance in SRC detection task. Knowledge distillation is first proposed in [16] and explored in [24] to handle the noisy label problem, which utilizes knowledge learned from an extra clean dataset to generate soft labels for a larger noisy dataset. However, all these methods require either auxiliary network architectures, complex training procedure or additional supervision, which makes it hard to be deployed in real-world applications.
Robust Loss Function
Robust loss function has been widely employed in learning with noisy examples. Backward [30] and Forward [30] modify the loss function depending on the noise transition matrix. Nonetheless, the accurate estimation of transition matrix is not promised. Various regularizers, like label smoothing [35] and confidence penalty [31] , are introduced to prevent noisy example overfitting at the expense of hard example under-learning. Moreover, Symmetric Cross Entropy (SCE) [43] combines CE with a noise tolerant term, so that both hard example learning and noisy example robustness are improved. However, directly using robust loss in SRC detection is unreasonable, because partial annotation in AP leads to the coexistence of noisy examples and clean examples.
Therefore, we establish DGHM and DGHM-C loss for PAOD. Without any auxiliary, the problems of hard example underlearning and noisy example overfitting can be tackled simultaneously by decoupling noisy examples from clean ones. The proposed DGHM-C loss can be directly applied to SRC detection in MICCAI DigestPath2019 challenge.
Method
Problem Description
In MICCAI DigestPath2019, automatic algorithms are demanded for SRC detection with partial annotation. Using assignment rule from [26] , label * ∈ {0, 1} is assigned to the candidate anchor with index i, where '0' denotes negative examples while '1' represents positive examples. As shown in Figure 2 , the green boxes and yellow boxes represent annotated and unannotated SRCs, respectively. The red boxes indicate several candidate anchors, denoted as . Suppose anchor 1 has an Intersection-over-Union(IoU) overlap with one green box over 0.5, then it is labeled as '1'. In contrast, anchor 2 is labeled as '0', since their IoU overlap is less than 0.5. The anchors in NP images, i.e. 4 and 5 , will be all labeled as 0, since there is no SRCs existed. However, though anchor 3 has an IoU with one yellow box over 0.5, it will be mislabeled as '0'. Actually, yellow box is missed due to partial annotation of SRCs in AP images. Thus it can be seen, for PAOD, labeling anchors only based on IoU is inaccurate for classification. Specifically, label noise will be only introduced to the negative examples of AP images.
Both the positive examples of AP images and negative examples spreading over NP images are clean examples with expertsâĂŹ manual annotation.
Fortunately, the noisy anchors can be easily located by introducing an extra attribute into the dataset. Generally, more attributes contribute to better describing the dataset, which may further improve the performance of downstream tasks. Back to the partial annotation problem, we assign image-wise label to each anchor as an extra attribute. By combining the attribute with anchor-wise label, noisy examples can be decoupled from clean examples, as can be seen in Figure 2 With the attribute of image-wise label , the training data space can be defined as = {( , * , )} =1 , where is the total number of anchors and * is the given label for example with index i. Noisy and clean data space can also be obtained by = {( , * , ) | * = 0 and = 1} =1 and = {( , * , ) | * = 1 or = 0} =1 , subject to + = , ∩ = ∅ and ∪ = , where and are the number of noisy and clean anchors. We assume that there is a corresponding ideal label̂ * , thus noisy and clean examples could be described as:
We denote (̂ * ≠ * ) as the probability that the given label is incorrect where is label corruption ratio, which is nearly proportional to the number of unannotated cells. For clean anchors the label corruption ratio is 0.
Classification Loss
Object detection includes two sub tasks: classification and bounding boxes regression [33, 10, 5] . To alleviate the problem mentioned above, our efforts are mainly focused on the classification sub task. As a matter of fact, our method is established based on focal loss and GHM-C loss, which are recently introduced to address the class imbalance from different aspects. Both of them are based on CE loss, which is defined as
In eq.(2), * ∈ {0, 1} denotes the given ground-truth label and ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability of the class with label * = 1 according to the model estimation. The gradient norm g is defined as Correspondingly, focal loss can be formulated as
Focal loss down-weights the contribution of easy examples by adding a weighting factor and a modulating factor , where ≥ 0 is a tunable focusing factor. For notation convenience, can be simplified analogously to g and assigned with ∈ [0, 1] for foreground and 1− for background. Besides easy examples, GHM-C loss further down-weights the contribution of outliers regarding to gradient density (GD) [21] . GD denotes the number of examples in specific regions. GD function and the weighted parameters are defined as
where , denote the gradient norm for the example with index k and i respectively and ( , ) is a function indicating whether is located in the region centered at with the valid length ( ) = (1, + 1 2 ) − (0, − 1 2 ). Thus, GHM-C loss function is
Recently, Symmetric Cross Entropy(SCE) loss is introduced in [43] to handle the hard example under-learning and the noisy example overfitting problem in classification. SCE loss is defined as the combination of CE and reversed CE.
where and are weighting factors to balance between CE and the noise-robust term.
Motivation
Intuitively, we can train a model with only clean examples. However, experimental results suffer from high false positive rate. That is mainly because model is not able to learn how to discriminate background (normal tissue areas) from foreground (SRC) in AP images without supervision on AP . In fact, the normal tissue areas in AP images present a much different appearance from those in NP images. Consequently, the diversity of the background will not be fully learned in the training using only a part of dataset. However, if training with both clean and noisy examples, a dilemma arises when applying a unified function such as CE loss, focal loss or GHM-C loss. To illustrate the dilemma, we take a converged model trained with CE loss as an example. Different from [21] , we figure out the gradient norm distribution of 
DGHM
We propose DGHM for different outlier operations in PAOD. To be specific, we decouple noisy examples from clean ones and calculate their gradient norm distribution respectively, as shown in Figure 3 . Then, the GD function is reformulated as
After calculating the gradient norm in a decoupled way, the gradient density harmonizing parameter is defined as where outlier threshold ∈ [0, 1].
We embed DGHM into CE loss, then DGHM-C loss is formulated as
where M is the number of gradient norm distributions. It should be noted that modulating factor ≥ 0 in eq.(11) can control the contribution of outliters in the DGHM-C loss function eq.(12), i.e. ≥ 1 is chosen to down-weight the outliers in to avoid overfitting the noisy examples, and ≤ 1 is considered to up-weight the outliers in to avoid under-learning of clean examples. After applying harmonizing parameter on gradient norm, the reformulated gradient norm of different losses are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the curve of GHM-C loss and two curves of DGHM-C loss, i.e. DGHM-C-clean and DGHM-C-noisy, are of the similar trend before outliers. However, outliers in DGHM-C-clean are relatively up-weighted, which is opposite to GHM-C loss and different from focal loss. On the other hand, outliers in DGHM-C-noisy are explicitly downweighted, while only slightly down-weighting can be observed in GHM-C loss.
Experiment
Dataset
The dataset is provided by MICCAI Digestpath2019 challenge. A total of 90 patients' 450 pathology images are provided, where 78 AP images with SRC annotation and 372 NP images. The pathology images are from 2 organs, including gastric mucosa and intestine. All pathology images are stained by hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) and scanned at ×40, with the size of 2,000 × 2,000. Each SRC is annotated by a rectangle bounding box tightly surrounding the cell with a total number of 15,000 cells annotated. It should be noted that the SRCs are partially annotated, where pathologists can guarantee that the annotated cells are indeed SRCs. The unannotated regions of AP images are also expected to contain SRCs. It is also guaranteed that NP images contains no SRCs.
Implement Details
RetinaNet [26] with backbone of ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-18 [15] is used in our experiments. We follow the setting in [26] except the basic areas of anchors, which are tuned for our task from 16 2 to 256 2 . All models are trained with Adam optimizer with initial learning rate of 0.0001, and the learning rate is decreased by 0.1 at 9th and 12th epoch. Since the provided images are too large to feed into the memory, sliding windows strategy is used to decompose the original images into patches of 800 × 800 pixels with stride of 300 pixels. The patches are then randomly cropped to 600pixel width and height, followed by horizontal flip and rotation for data augmentation. Models are trained on a single 1080Ti GPU with mini-batch size of 8. To balance the positive and negative samples during training, 1:3 ratio of positive to negative examples is used when constructing a mini-batch.
The whole available images are randomly split into 5 subsets with around 16 positive images and 72 negative images each fold. We perform 5-fold cross validation in the comparison experiment of different loss functions. For other experiments, performance on a randomly chosen subset is evaluated as the result.
Evaluation
Recall and precision are usually used for object detection evaluation [8] . In PAOD, however, precision is not reliable because of distinct label noise. Therefore, same as the challenge, instance-level recall, normal region false positives (NFPs) and FROC [2] are used in our experiments with requirement of precision over 0.2. Instance-level recall at IoU of 0.3 is computed among AP images, which is defined as
where TP is the number of correctly detected positive examples and FN is missed ones. The definition of precision is
where FP is the number of negative examples predicted as positive. However, precision is not reliable, because some examples in TP are wrongly attributed as FP due to partial annotation. Instead, since NP images contain no SRCs, NFPs is considered to measure the wrong predictions of models. = max(100 − , 0),
where W is the average number of predicted boxes in NP images. To access recall and NFPs comprehensively, we further consider FROC [23] , which is defined as average recall given confidence threshold at NFPs in S = [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32] .
Moreover, we further verify the recall on training data. In controlled label missing rate experiments, only a part of annotations are used for training and the rest are manually removed. We denote the recall on training and removed annotations as T-recall and R-recall respectively. Intuitively, T-recall reveals whether model has already fit the training data well, while R-recall shows whether unannotated objects can be detected. To some extent, these two metrics can be used to evaluate whether the hard example under-learning and noisy example overfitting are really addressed.
Ablation Study
For a comprehensive understanding of each term in DGHM-C loss, a series of ablation studies are conducted to assess the sensitivity of outlier operations, i.e. the modulating factor , and outlier threshold . With = = 1, only decoupling is applied without any outlier operations, which can be considered as the baseline. NFPs are almost unchanged in both Table 1 and Table 2 , which is mainly because the classification of NP and AP images is a relatively simple task. Thus, we focus on the recall and FROC, while precision is briefly discussed since the absolute value is meaningless.
Firstly, we evaluate the influence of modulating factors and (varying from 1/2.0 to 2.0) with = 0.9 fixed. As shown in Table 1 , singly setting = 2.0 or = 0.5 both boost the performance of recall and FROC compared to baseline. It quite makes sense since noisy example overfitting is expected to alleviated by down-weighting ( > 1.0) and hard example under-learning is expected to eased by up-weighting ( < 1.0). However, the improvement of the former is limited. That is mainly because that downweighting is already achieved to some extent for this dataset via GD function even without further modulating ( = 1.0, = 1.0). We further set > 1.0 and < 1.0 at the same time to relieve both problems, and the performance are further improved as expected. The opposite operation ( < 1.0 and > 1.0) definitely deteriorates the performance. The decrease of precision is mainly because more unannotated SRCs are detected. Thus, > 1.0 and < 1.0 is recommended.
Secondly, we assess the effect of outlier threshold by varying from 0.7 to 0.9 with = 2.0, = 0.5 fixed. As shown in Table 2 , recall and FROC increase significantly with decreasing. However, precision also decreases dramatically. When = 0.7, precision is even lower than 20%, which can be considered as a failure result. With low , the model tends to predict more anchors as positive in AP images. In other words, recall and FROC may be improved at the cost of precision. This is because that, extreme penalties are introduced even when the model is not very confident with the results. Intuitively, model stops from learning early, which causes underfitting. To avoid this situation, a relatively high value is selected. We take = 2.0 , = 0.5 and = 0.9 as our default settings, which is the same as the challenge submission. It's worth noting that performance could be further improved by tuning hyper parameters. For example, the modulating factors for outliers in and are not necessarily to be reciprocal relationship. However, it's not our main concern. Under the current settings, > 1 improves recall and FROC, and precision is guaranteed by higher , from which the recallprecision trade off can be easily obtained. Other hyper parameters like number of unit region are chosen to be 10 for low computational complexity, which has been discussed in [21] .
Comparing with Other Losses
In this experiment, the same network under the same setting is trained with different losses for classification branch. We compare DGHM-C loss with CE loss, focal loss, GHM-C loss and SCE loss, where CE loss is considered as the baseline. As can be seen in Table 3 , focal loss deteriorates the performance compared with baseline. This is mainly because noisy examples are mistaken as hard examples, resulting in noisy example overfitting. On the contrary, GHM-C loss improves recall and FROC by nearly 15%, which largely benefits from down-weighting the outliers. For SCE loss, two hyper parameters = 0.01 and = 1.0 are used to ease overfitting as in [43] . Nonetheless, SCE loss brings no benefits compared with baseline even in NFPs. This is likely because that, good performance of SCE is not guaranteed under asymmetric noise in PAOD. However, when applying DGHM-C loss, the best performance of NFPs, recall and FROC are achieved, where The decline of precision is also acceptable as discussed in section 4.4. The substantial improvement of performance is mainly because DGHM-C loss facilitates the adaptive outlier operations for examples in data space of clean( ) and noisy( ). The problem of hard example under-learning is alleviated by up-weighting the outliers in to encourage learning, while the problem of noisy example overfitting is addressed by down-weighting the outliers in to enhance noise tolerance. This can also be proved by qualitative result in Figure 5 . Furthermore, we have also tried applying different losses to noisy and clean examples respectively, such as combination of focal/CE loss with GHM-C loss. It is found that tuning weighting factor of different losses is quite trivial since their magnitude are distinct. The convergence of model is not guaranteed. In contrast, models trained with DGHM-C loss also yield better convergence.
Controlled Label Missing Rate
To investigate the effect of missing label rate , we randomly discard the provided annotation by rate of [20%, 70%]. For simplicity, we assume the provided annotation is perfect and take as the annotation drop rate. The performance of different methods is listed in Table 4 . As can be seen, our method achieves outstanding recall from 0.6917 to 0.8666 and FROC from 0.6720 to 0.8630 under different , which outperforms other methods by a significant margin. Furthermore, when changing from 20% to 70%, for model trained with focal loss, CE loss and SCE loss, the FROC performance significantly drop by nearly 35%. Though GHM-C loss shows a better tolerance to noise, it still suffers a 25% drop in FROC performance. However, a 20% drop is obtained by DGHM-C loss, which is a much smaller gap compared with others. The same behavior is also observed for recall.
As shown in Table 4 , R-recall of our DGHM-C loss surpasses other methods by over 15% under varying . In the extreme case of dropping 70% of annotations, our method registers nearly 30% improvement (0.6872 vs. 0.3872) compared with the closest competitor (GHM-C), from which we can conclude that our model is more robust to label noise even when is large. As for T-recall, though it is a relatively simple task, 3% to lier.) This is mainly because that they suffer from noisy example overfitting. Though relative high R-recall is acquired by GHM-C loss, the T-recall is unstable, e.g. T-recall is 0.6446 when = 70%. It seems that the noise robustness is achieved at cost of hard example under-learning. Only through DGHM-C loss, both good performance of T-recall and R-recall can be accomplished. Moreover, we present a few qualitative results in Figure  5 for models trained with = 70%. As can be seen, the left bottom SRC in figures of the second row is missed by other methods, indicating it might be a hard example, while our method successfully detect it. Moreover, our method captures more removed SRCs (yellow bounding boxes), illustrating the robustness of our model to partial annotation.
Discussion
Decoupling More
Though great performance is achieved by decoupling noisy examples from clean ones, we believe that the optimal decoupling method is hard to define. As an additional research, we further decouple clean positive examples AP and clean negative examples NP , applying similar DGHM with = 2.0 for both AP and NP . We denote it as DGHM-C * . The comparison result is shown in Table 5 . We observe that DGHM-C * achieves a 3% improvement on recall and FROC compared to DGHM-C. To analyze the potential reason for the performance boost, we illustrate the according gradient norm distributions in Figure 6 . As can be seen, a large parts of examples from NP show a very low gradient norm, which is consistent with the high NFPs in above experiments. It indicates that learning to distinguish NP images from abnormal ones is relatively easy for model. If the gradient density is shared between positive and negative examples, their loss contribution are the same. However, if the gradient density is calculated separately, the loss contribution of examples from AP are larger than that from NP , even the same whole gradient norm is unchanged. The model is forced to learn to correctly classify positive from negative. From empirical understanding, more delicate decoupling methods potentially boost DGHM, resulting in better performance. Still, computational complexity should be taken into consideration.
Recall/Precision Trade-off
A trade-off between recall and precision can be observed in DGHM-C loss. Actually, we can manually settle the recall/precision trade-off in the way of tuning the hyper parameters of the modulating factor , and outliers threshold . However, a model is hard to simultaneously achieves Table 5 Performance difference between DGHM-C and DGHM-C * . The average performance and standard deviation of 5 different fold are reported. For both methods, we set hypermeters = 2, = 0.5 and = 0.9. both high recall and good precision in above experiments. The main reason as mentioned before is that SRCs are partially annotated, some correctly detected SRCs are counted as false positives. Therefore, the measured precision is not accurate, which is lower than the real one. Besides, bounding boxes regression could be another reason. Though unan-notated SRCs may be detected in classification by DGHM-C loss, their regression are never trained, which leads to localization failure during non-maximum suppression. It will be our future work to improve recall and precision at the same time.
Method
Conclusion
In this paper, we formulate the partial annotation problem as an integrated task of noisy-supervised learning and full-supervised learning. To solve the problem, we propose a novel Decoupled Gradient Harmonizing Mechanism (DGHM) and embed it into classification loss (DGHM-C). Thus, both hard example under-learning and noisy example overfitting are addressed simultaneously. Experiments show that our method surpasses other baselines on MICCAI DigesPath2019 challenge. We further demonstrate the efficacy of our method by reporting an extensive controlled missing rates experiment. In the future we would like to explore the decoupling mechanism and regression branch of PAOD.
